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:since last QPR, I,_ay 1976, 29 scenes have been received from the
test area. Eire of these scenes are from 23, ten from 25, two from
26 and eight from 29 l.pril. The negatives were received one week
e£o and the analyzing has not started for full yet. The Bence
coverage over the short period seems, however, very pron.ising for
progress within present objectives.
Ground-truth data were collected during April by myself, and later
on during July and August my Landsat fissistant will be in the
nothernmost part of the test area.
Of special interest is correspondence between a flight on 25 April
to the easternmost J.slard Kvito; ra and the obtained Lar_dsat scene
2454-11514 of the same day. This scene was registered one hour
previous to our landing with a sma11 aircraft on the ice, and we
have therefore very interesting ground truth data for interpretation
of an imagery which nearly is free for clouds.
The ground-truth data vrhich will be used for Landsat-interpretation
are:
.'ignatures of
a) i ultiyear ice
b) one year old ice
c) salt viater soaked fast ice
d) long stripes of drift snow formed in areas with open water
e) sea ice concentrations
f) shadow of transparent cirrus clouds
g) partly snow covered landscape
Five Nimbus+RA?.]S automatic stations were during April-?-'ay placed on
ice floes and drift speed values obtained in t', o different wa.--s
con therefore be compared.
The scene 2459-11514 has given additive information as to the con-
tour of Kvitoya which according to previous .i-andsat imageries has
etc -re
an average which is 26Q. greater than what was previous believed.
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